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Write now with Aditi Surana
Free Anti Anxiety Journaling Workshop



Hello home chefs & Gangu-bais,  
 
 
Welcome to those who are joining in today & a big Namaste (read as
a ‘hug’ post social distancing) to those who are already swimming,
floating or flowing with me. Hope you are all settled in the new
lockdown routine and enjoying the chores & discovering spaces in
your kitchen that you never knew existed. 
 
 
Today during the Instagram live session, I heard so many of your
teeth grinding exclamations in my mind. :D Taking responsibility for
our emotional choices and (even secretly) confronting it can be
daunting. The mind is like a lake. You can see your reflection in the
water provided the lake is clear and calm. Clarity and calmness are
equally important in creating an undistorted reflection: The clarity
of the water depends on the absence of pollutants; if the lake is calm
but dirty, the reflection will be vague and blurry. If the lake is clear
but agitated, the reflection will be distorted. Though most of you are
feeling calmer during  this workshop right now, without clarity that
calmness cannot sustain. 
 
 
As we are not looking for a quickfix, but a long lasting technique
that you can count on even when you get back to work post
lockdown, we need to dive as deep as possible. Most of our triggers
are built on the solid platform of our conclusions. How things should
be? What we had agreed on in the past? What is the right way of
doing this work? And when situations do not follow these preformed
conclusions, we feel disappointed, resentful, upset, angry, irritated
and much more. We always focus on how people shouldn’t behave in
this haphazard manner, but rarely do we consider how fixated we
are on our conclusions.
 
 



Today's question is designed to shake that foundation: What
conclusions are you holding onto right now? 
 
 
Choose some areas and check if you have conclusions in those areas
- Body & body image, relationship/s, self worth, public image,
financial success, career choices, marriage. You can add more topics
& enlist all the conclusions around that topic. Be creative. But don’t
try to fix it. Just observe them. Awareness is a powerful tool.  Once
you expose the tricks your mind is playing, it won't have the same
grip over you & your reaction.
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Graphotherapy practice of the day -
The flow of thoughts stroke
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Question of the day - 

What conclusions are you holding onto

right now?
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